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Abstract
In this paper, the problem of automatically mapping
large-grain dataow programs onto heterogeneous hardware/software architectures is treated. Starting with
a given hardware/software partition, interfaces are inserted into the specication to account for communication, in particular across hardware/software boundaries. Depending on the target architecture, the interfaces are rened according to given communication constraints (bus protocols, memory mapping, interrupts,
DMA, etc.). A framework is described that uses an
object-oriented approach to transform a given dataow
graph and to generate code for the actors as well as
for the interfaces. The object-orientation enables an
easy migration (retargeting) of typical communication
primitives to other target architectures.

1. Introduction
With single chip solutions comprising millions of transistors today, the requirements in size and speed of
systems, in areas such as embedded control and data
processing applications have risen accordingly. The heterogeneity of such target systems requires the integration of knowledge from many dierent areas such as
software compilation and hardware design. Whereas
for both domains, ecient tools for synthesis are available today, tools for simulation and automatic interface
synthesis are still missing or immature and turn out
to become one of the major bottlenecks that prevent
short design cycles in the design of hardware/software
systems.
This paper deals with the problem of automatic
generation of hardware/software interfaces for certain
classes of dataow graph-based speci cations.
An analysis of abstract communication types (e.g.,
buered versus non-buered, blocking versus nonblocking, synchronous versus asynchronous communi-

cation, etc.) encountered in dierent dataow process
network models 14], and typical physical communication types such as memory-mapped I/O, interrupt or
DMA-transfer, make it hard and inecient to store
all combinations of communication types (e.g., a channel implementing a blocking read, non-blocking write,
buered FIFO organization, reader in software, writer
in hardware, etc.) in a library, possibly for all combinations and for each dierent target. Therefore, automatic interface generation tools are necessary. Furthermore, these tools should be easily changeable (or
recon gurable) for other targets.
These challenges provide the motivation for the following work which is part of the CodeSign project at
ETH Zurich.

1.1. Motivation
Block-oriented schematic diagrams with dataow semantics are widely used for describing digital signal
processing applications (see, e.g., Fig. 1a). Examples
of design systems that enable the speci cation of such
systems are Ptolemy from UC Berkeley 4] and Cossap
from Synopsys, to name a few.
Dataow 7] can be viewed as a graph-oriented programming paradigm in which nodes represent computations, and directed edges between nodes represent
the transfer of data between computations. A computation is deemed ready for execution whenever it has
sucient data on each of its input arcs. When a computation is executed, or red, the corresponding node
in the dataow graph consumes some number of data
values (tokens) from the input arcs and produces some
number of tokens on the output arcs. Dataow imposes only partial ordering constraints, thus exposing
parallelism.

Example 1 Figure 1a) shows an application of a digital FIR-lter that receives a stream of input data from

a source node and, after processing an input, outputs
the result of the lter to a display (right hand side).
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Figure 1: Dataow graph and target architecture
Concerning the communication rules, dierent
dataow models may be classi ed each having a different descriptive power such as SDF 15, 16], BDF
(boolean dataow) 5], cyclostatic dataow 2, 8], and
dierent dynamic dataow models 12, 14]. Hence, the
blocks in a schematic correspond to dataow nodes (frequently also called actors) and the wires correspond
to arcs in a dataow graph. In synchronous dataow
(SDF) 16], the number of tokens consumed from each
input arc and produced on each output arc is a xed
positive integer that is known at compile time (see the
ones associated with the arcs in Fig. 1b).
Example 2 In Fig. 1b), the schematic in Fig. 1a) has
been rened to an SDF-graph: A node is enabled for
ring once a xed, statically known integer number of
tokens (here 1) has accumulated on each input arc of
an actor. Then, the actor may re: the node consumes
these input tokens, performs its associated action (e.g.,
computing a FIR-lter output), and transfers the result
tokens to the outgoing arcs.
The design systems named above may also generate code for simulation in software (e.g., 20, 18, 1])
or for prototyping an application in hardware (e.g., by
generating VHDL-code 23]).
However, a pure software solution or a pure hardware solution may not be the optimal choice for implementing a dataow model. For example, a software
solution may be too slow to satisfy real-time data-rate
constraints. A pure hardware solution may be too expensive, and hence overdesigned.
Here, we seek to synthesize mixed hardware/software
solutions from a speci cation of given particular
dataow network model. Such a synthesis path may
later be exploited by a design space exploration tool
(e.g., 3, 21]) in order to explore optimal architectures.

Example 3 Figure 1c) shows a typical architecture
for implementing the FIR-lter on a mixed hardware/software platform including a microprocessor and
a hardware coprocessor (FPGA) for hardware prototyping. The microprocessor implements non-time-critical
tasks (source, display), the coprocessor implements the
lter.
Whereas there exist already tools for generating either hardware or software for certain dataow
process networks, their prototyping on mixed hardware/software platforms involves also the generation of
interfaces, including hardware interfaces (address allocation, address decoding, interrupt circuitry, drivers,
buses, etc.) and software interfaces (device drivers, interrupt service routines, etc.).
1.2. Existing Work

The importance and usefulness of automatic compilation tools for high-level speci cations onto hardware/software architectures has been recognized by
many research groups, e.g., 17, 13, 19, 9, 10]. Some approaches consider very broad application classes 13] or
the mapping of complete languages like OCCAM 17].
Here, we restrict ourselves to implementing dataow
models of computation, i.e., the synchronous dataow
(SDF) 16] model and focus on the generation of hardware/software implementations by rapidly prototyping
dataow graphs.
The approach described by Bhattacharyya 1], e.g.,
treats the problem of optimally generating code for
uniprocessor (all nodes implemented in software) implementations of SDF-graphs. The construction of
multiprocessor schedules has also been attacked by
several authors, e.g., 20]. However, not at the level
of rapidly prototyping such solutions on heterogeneous architectures. The construction of mixed hardware/software schedules involving the generation of a
partition of an SDF-graph into actors realized in hardware and actors for which a processor schedule is derived, has so far been considered to a much less extent.
A similar approach to map SDF-graphs and extensions thereof into hardware is described by Zepter 23].
However there, only pure hardware solutions are considered.
Here, we focus at mixed hardware/software solutions and describe a methodology of how to rapidly prototype dataow computations on heterogeneous hardware/software architectures.

1.3. Highlights of the CodeSign approach

Although there exist already eorts for describing and
summarizing the basic communication and interface

types to implement process network models (e.g., the
object-oriented library-based approach described 22]),
we believe that the combinatorial complexity of possible communication types and ways to implement them
makes it impossible to store communication modules
and interfaces completely in a library, possibly even in
dierent libraries, one for each target architecture.
Therefore, the major focus of the work described in
the following is to
characterize the essential properties of abstract communication types typical for dierent dataow models. This will result in the de nition of a communication re nement called channel,
characterize the essential physical communication
types (e.g., memory-mapped I/O, interrupts, etc.)
and extract their properties, and
describe an object-oriented code generation approach that enables the designer to easily retarget
the code generator for a channel (interface synthesis) to dierent heterogeneous target architectures.
Note that not the generated code is object-oriented
(code generation should provide code of highest eciency), but the tool that generates it. Contrary to
22], interfaces are assembled by code generation as
opposed to be stored in libraries. Hence, no complete libraries have to be written to de ne a new
target, but only the portions of the code generation
methods.

2. Methodology
As presented in the previous section, we assume that
a system is speci ed by a particular dataow process
network 14], i.e., synchronous dataow.
The implementation process presented here is hierarchical. First, a layer given by abstract models used to
describe nodes, edges, and target architectures is presented. The next section describes the next lower layer
of re nement presenting implementation models.

2.1. Abstract models

The initial speci cation of a system should not contain information or anticipate decisions about the nal implementation style (software or hardware) and
technology (FPGA, ASIC, etc.). Therefore, the basic
attributes of each needed component will be identi ed
by the following abstract models.

2.1.1. Node

The following constraints are to be considered:

The same model of a dataow actor should be used
for nodes being re ned to hardware or software.
Therefore, its behaviour is speci ed purely functional at this level.
The node has to be independent from the implementation technology of its communication partners.
The model in Fig. 2a) satis es these constraints. An aca)
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Figure 2: Abstract node model
tor is parameterized by its inputs = ( 0 1    n;1 )
and its outputs = ( 0 1    m;1 ). The node functionality is given by a strict vector function .
The semantics of a dataow node may be described
as follows. The node is enabled for ring depending on
the communication rule of the chosen dataow model
(e.g., if each input contains at least one token in case
of the model of marked graphs 6]). It calculates the
associated function and outputs the tokens to the output edges. We assume that a dataow actor has three
states (see Fig. 2b):
1. receiving data: This state represents the initial state
of each node at startup time. The node is waiting
for data. If its ring rule is satis ed, it changes to
state 2.
2. executing node function: The node function is performed exactly once. After the node has nished its
operation, it changes to state 3.
3. sending data: The new tokens are written to the
outputs. As long as not all of them have been communicated to its successors, it remains in this state.
Finally, the node reenters state 1.
This abstract model is common to several dataow
process network models and serves as the basis for later
re nement in software and hardware.
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2.1.2. Edge

An edge is assumed to be a dedicated, directed link
between two nodes. An edges transports data which
is produced by its source node and consumed by its
sink node. The abstract view of an edge will be called
channel (see Fig. 3).

channel
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Figure 3: Abstract channel
A channel is a virtual unidirectional link between
the source and sink node. Our abstract view makes
the following assumptions:
Only unidirectional dataow over the channel is allowed. Each channel has exactly one source and one
sink node.
The channel may have a local memory with rstin rst-out (FIFO) semantics for storing data. The
FIFO may be initialized with individual data.
The channel semantics is independent of a later renement in hardware or software.
It turns out that the usage of libraries to store different types of channel implementations is not ecient
because of the many possible communication types between components. Therefore, a code generation approach is taken, and a channel implementation is generated for each communication association. The channel
speci cation includes information about the
communication partners, which

Computing resources (rectangular boxes): Each
node in the dataow graph is bound to a computing
resource. Computing resources are of type software
(microprocessor, microcontroller, DSP, e.g., SW1,
SW2), and hardware (FPGA, ASIC, e.g., HW1,
HW2).
Buses (solid lines, e.g., B1, B2, B3). Each edge of
the dataow graph is bound to one bus.
Memories (rounded box): Memory to store communicated data is introduced later in the re nement process (as part of FIFOs described in Section 2.2.1). If a channel is bound to a particular
bus, then its memory can only be bound to a memory block connected to this bus.

2.2. Implementation models
The following implementation models re ne the abstract models by adding information about the physical
implementation. The complete re nement process consists of assembling together basic components.

2.2.1. Basic components
We consider the example of the re nement of a channel
where the sending node is realized in software and the
receiving node is realized in hardware (see Fig. 5). The

protocol to use (semantics of communication),
SW
NODE

type and number of data to communicate,
FIFO size (and other memory attributes).
The process of channel synthesis creates a dedicated
and optimized channel for each edge of the given
dataow graph.

2.1.3. Target Architecture
We use a simple architecture model (see e.g., Fig. 4).
The model consists of three component types:
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Figure 4: Target Model
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Figure 5: The hardware/software channel
elementary set of needed basic components can be partitioned into two types of nodes: interface nodes and
regular nodes. The regular nodes are the nodes hardware node, software node, software FIFO, and hardware FIFO. The interface nodes SW HW and CPU
are used when regular nodes of dierent protocols are
connected.
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1. Software bu er
: The software node in
Fig. 5 issues a send communication. A software
buer may be inserted if necessary. Its structure
will be described in Section 2.4.1.
SW F I F O

2. Interface SW between software node and microprocessor CPU: This node represents the device
driver to realize the software communication function (send) for the data transfer. It depends on the
initial channel requirements (e.g., DMA).
I

3. The microprocessor interface CPU : The CPU determines the possible protocols IS which are commands for controlling peripheral devices and BUS .
The latter represents protocols given for signals
watchable at processor pins, e.g., bus transfer protocols.
I

P

Depending on the implementation style, dierent
interface implementations for hardware ( HW ) and
software ( SW ) are generated, for example for communication via interrupts, etc.
Although there seem to be a lot of dierent channel implementation possibilities for HW , they have all
the basic structure shown in Fig. 6b). A microproI

I
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4. The hardware interface HW (realized in hardware)
translates the bus protocol BUS into the protocol
used between hardware nodes. This is the hardware
part of the channel and depends on the channel requirements as SW does.
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5. Hardware bu er
: If a buer is desired
in hardware, it will be inserted at this point. The
structure is described in Section 2.4.2.
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2.3. Protocols and interface nodes

The meaning of the interfaces, and the intermediate
protocols are explained now in more detail:
1. SW stands for function calls at the high-level language level, e.g., send and recv commands. Here,
these calls have the syntax
P

(send

j recv)hChannelNamei(MessagePointer)

e.g., sendA(msg) or recvA(msg). This protocol is
used for communication along all input and output
channels of software nodes.
2. IS represents the communication in terms of a sequence of assembly language commands given the
instruction set of the
. This code sequence depends on the used communication mode, e.g., commands for interrupt handling, device driver initialization, etc.
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synch

Figure 6: a) HWBUS b) Interface structure for HW
I

cessor bus in general consists of the three components
data-, control- and addressbus. If the microprocessor
reads or writes on addresses allocated to the ASIC, the
address decoder recognizes these requests and selects
the appropriate memory location. The memory builds
a simple data buer between hardware and software.
Synchronisaton is needed for proper exchange of data.

2.4. Regular nodes
2.4.1. FIFO in software
The structure of a channel memory with FIFO semantics that is realized in software is shown in Fig. 7.
send call

P

CP U

3. BUS represents the protocols observable at the
pins of the processor chip (cycle-level). It depends
on the type of microprocessor and is speci ed in the
datasheet of the
.
P

CP U

4. HW : In terms of hardware, there must exist a bus
for communicating the data (databus) and a controlbus for synchronisation. In our environment,
this bus called HWBUS consists of a databus and
one or two handshake lines for synchronisation (see
Fig. 6a).
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Figure 7: Fifo in software:
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It basically consists of ve dierent components: (1)
a write access of the sending node (send call), (2) a read
access of the receiving node (recv call), (3) the memory
cells for data buering, (4) an FSM for synchronisation
that controls the access to the FIFO, and (5) a function
for initializing data values in the memory.
The datatype and FIFO depth of a channel are
taken from given channel parameters. The process

of channel synthesis allocates a corresponding memory
segment and generates an appropriate synchronisation
FSM and the read and write access functions.

2.4.2. FIFO in hardware

The structure of the hardware FIFO (see Fig. 8) is very
similar to the software FIFO. It is named
.
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Figure 8: Fifo in hardware:
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The physical datasize (buswidth of connected bus,
dataformat) plays a very important attribute here. For
example, FPGAs have only a limited number of routing resources. So sometimes, it is necessary to implement a datawidth smaller than the word size of data
to be transfered along a channel. The synthesis tool
splits the given word size into portions of the buswidth
and generates an interface which transfers them sequentially. For the described model, synthesizable and
retargetable VHDL-code 11] is generated.

2.4.3. Software node

The functionality of a software node is given in the
form of a simple C-function (see e.g., the function
SW NODE in Fig. 9a). The formal parameters build
the interface to the outer world. No communication primitives are used in this functional description.
Therefore, the node functionality may be stored in a
target independent library.
a)

void SW_NODE(int in, int *out) {
static int LocalValue;

*out = LocalValue;
}

b)

Example 5 For communication with other nodes, the

new function SW NODE1 in Fig. 9b) is generated using
the (also generated) communication primitives recvA()
and sendB().

2.4.4. Hardware node

memory

PHW

Now, this C-function is invoked in a second generated function (see the function SW NODE1() in Example 5) that describes the read along input channels, the
processing of the node, and the sending of data along
output channels.

void SW_NODE1() {
int rm, val1, val2;
while(1) {
rm = recvA(&val1);
SW_NODE(val1, &val2);
rm = sendB(val2);
}
}

Figure 9: Implementation of a software node

Example 4 Figure 9a) shows an example of a how a

node function can be specied for a node with one input
and one output.

Besides the requirements to implement a certain node
functionality and communication protocols, there exist constraints with respect to compilation. Some of
them are reported below: (1) Hardware compilers still
require much higher compilation times than software
compilers to implement the same functionality. (2)
When using high-level synthesis tools, there are restrictions in codesize and therefore in complexity, too. Often, they may treat only a few hundred lines of code
at most. (3) Only a small subset of VHDL or Verilog
is supported for hardware synthesis.
These constraints led to a hierarchical code generation scheme, see Fig. 10. On the highest level a), the
pure functional description of a node is given in the
form of the VHDL entity HW NODE.
Handshake lines are inserted for each channel into
the primer functional speci cation (see Fig. 10b). They
are used to implement the signaling of data availability and completion of data transfers. Two more signals
are inserted (start, ready). The signal start initiates
the computation, ready signals the end of the computation. This new behavioral description of the code is
now compiled by the Synopsys behavioral compiler into
a register transfer level (RTL) description. As shown
in Fig. 10b), the internal structure of this description
consists of a datapath, memory and the control FSM.
In a second step, the missing communication interfaces are added in the form of protocol FSMs, see
Fig. 10c). The node is now fully assembled according
to the initial requirements of functionality and communication protocol and may be used (instantiated).

2.5. Scheduling
It is assumed that the binding of actors to computing
resources is done statically, i.e., at compile-time.
Another question deals with the problem of scheduling actors ready for execution. Here, it is assumed
that all actors mapped to hardware resources are able
to re concurrently, if simultaneously enabled. Hence,
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entity HW_NODE is
port ( CLK : in std_logic;
RESET : in std_logic;
Synopsys
x : in std_logic_vector(15 downto 0);
behavioral compiler
y : out std_logic_vector(15 downto 0));
end HW_NODE;
CLK
architecture behavioral of HW_NODE is
begin
main : process
variable x1 ....
begin
reset_loop : loop

2.6. Hardware/software synthesis tool

ready

RESET

memory

-- reset behavior
main_loop : loop

X

datapath

Y

-- node functionality
end loop main_loop;
end loop reset_loop;
end process main;
end behavioral;

The code generation for nodes, channels and interfaces
has been implemented in a synthesis tool written in
C++ (see Fig. 11). By describing its class concept,
its main advantage will become clear, namely an easy
way to retarget the interface generation to other target architectures and protocols implementing dataow
models. It consists of two main parts: (1) the synthesis
classes, and (2) a command line interface. The synthesis classes provide an object-oriented approach for code
generation.
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queues. In this case, very general scheduling policies of how to schedule enabled actors can be implemented, e.g., xed-priority scheduling algorithms,
preemptive scheduling, etc.
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Figure 11: HW/SW synthesis tool
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Figure 10: Implementation of a hardware node

With the usage of abstract classes and inheritance,
there exist code generators for the regular nodes and
SW and HW . The tool is controlled by a command
line interface. A command set has been speci ed for
assembling dataow graphs. With this interface, it is
an easy task to couple the code generation tool to a
higher level tool. It is planned to connect the tool to
an optimization tool that outputs such a command le.
Typical commands are explained in Example 6.
Figure 12 presents the class tree of the synthesis
classes. Rounded boxes represent abstract classes, rectangles concrete ones. The triangles express an inheritance relation. The classes are split into three dierent
levels:
I

an actor ring depends only on the satisfaction of its
ring rule. An actor res as soon as it is enabled. The
resulting hardware schedule may be called self-timed.
For actors realized in software, actors mapped to
the same physical resource (processor) must be executed sequentially. Dierent policies for scheduling
ready actors can be distinguished in this case:
static xed-order scheduling: Here, the order in
which actors are scheduled is given at compile-time
(see, e.g., in Example 10).

I

The implementation independent classes describe
the basic properties of each graph component and
have no code generation method.

static self-timed scheduling: In this case, each processor cyclically checks the reability of each actor
assigned to it and, if reable at that time, executes
its code. Reads on input channels to check enable
conditions are realized non-blocking in this case to
simulate the self-timing behaviour. Contrary to the
rst case, the relative execution frequency of actors
is not xed at compile-time.

Given the partitioning in hardware and software,
the code generators of the language dependent
classes create VHDL for hardware and C for software components.

dynamic (run-time) scheduling: Dynamic scheduling is more general than self-timed scheduling in
that an operating system is generated as part of
the software that manages actors as processes in

Each device dependent class creates code for hardware interface HW and software interface SW for
a dedicated microprocessor or microcontroller, e.g.,
the RISC microprocessor R3052.
I

I

erates the code for HW , and SW , respectively. Changing the implementation target means only switching
to the appropriate device dependent class. The de nition of a new device requires the creation of a new class
and rewriting its code generation methods.
I
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2.7. A Test-platform for rapid prototyping

For our investigations in the eld of hardware/software
codesign, we built a heterogeneous test-platform (see
Fig. 13 dotted rectangle) in the form of a PCI personal
computer card consisting of a Motorola microcontroller
MC68340 and two XILINX XC4025 FPGAs.
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Figure 12: Class tree for synthesis
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The abstract class NODE describes the implementation
independent attributes, e.g., the number of node inputs. These properties are inherited by the classes
HWNODE and SWNODE. They have additional methods
which are necessary for the speci c kind of implementation language. Examples are methods for protocol
speci cation and for including system libraries. SWNODE
is the code generation class that generates the function SW NODE1 in Fig. 9b). The class HWNODE allows
the generation of VHDL at the register-transfer level
(RTL). HWBCNODE allows the behavioral speci cation of
a hardware node which is on the same abstraction level
as SWNODE. HWBCNODE implements all steps described
in Section 2.4.4 to generate the entity HW NODE2 in
Fig. 10. CHANNEL speci es the basic properties of a
channel like the depth of a FIFO. HWFIFO and SWFIFO
have CHANNEL and HWNODE, or SWNODE, respectively as
parent classes.
On the language dependent level, retargeting, e.g.,
moving hardware nodes to another FPGA type or moving software nodes to another microprocessor, is easily
done. There are no modi cations on the speci cations
necessary.
The next step towards the implementation is the
generation of the hardware/software interfaces. The
abstract class HW/SW INTERFACE1 describes the basic
properties of dierent interface mechanisms, e.g., interrupts. The device dependent classes inherit the properties of the node classes. Each interface class has a builtin code generator for hardware and software, and gen1 Note that the hardware/software interface is not only necessary in case of a communication between a hardware and a
software node, but may also be necessary in case of two communicating software nodes when both are bound to dierent physical
processors.

B1

Figure 13: Test-platform for rapid prototyping
The two FPGAs HW1 and HW2 are directly coupled to the microcontroller unit SW1 via systembus
B1. Between the FPGAs, a dedicated point-to-point
bus B2 exists. Whereas the communication protocols
of the microprocessor bus are dictated by the CPU and
its bus speci cation, the bus B2 may be used to implement a user-de ned bus and protocol.
Memory Mem2 together with bus B4 and HW2 may
form a standalone microcomputer system with a dedicated user de nable processor. Via PCI bus B3, the
test-platform can communicate with other systems.
The platform is coupled to a workstation or a personal computer.

2.8. Case study
As a simple example, we present the mapping and implementation of the FIR- lter example in Section 1 to
the target architecture in Fig. 1c). The target architecture consists of a software and a hardware computing
resource SW1 and HW1, respectively. They are coupled via the microprocessor bus B1. There is the source
node So producing data. For each input, the FIR- lter
(node FIR) calculates an output which is then consumed by the sink node Si. The implementation process starting from the dataow graph in Figure 1b) is
divided into several steps.

2.8.1. Binding
First, the binding of nodes to computing resources and
of edges to channels is done (manually at this time,

see Fig. 1c). Next, interface nodes are inserted into
the original graph speci cation. These nodes model
the hardware and software interfaces in the nal implementation (see Fig. 14).
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status port s is chosen (see Fig. 15). Via the data
port, the hardware node can transfer data to the software node. The status port consists of one simple data
ready bit R which is used for communication synchronisation. The owcharts describe the semantics that the
interfaces implement. The synchronisation is done in
two steps: (1) By setting the R bit, the hardware signals
a demand for communication. (2) The data values are
transmitted when the software node issues an explicit
read access on the data port (dotted line). For SDFgraphs the termination condition of the loop is given in
terms of the number of consumed tokens and the physical buswidth.

HW1
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FIR

I SW_A

I SW_B

I HW_A + HW_B

blocking send of
hardware node

non blocking receive of
software node

write msg on d
R=1

read s

B1

Figure 14: Mapped speci cation after introduction of
interfaces

Example 6 For the binding shown in Fig. 1, the hardware/software binding is expressed using our commandlanguage interface:
bind So =SW1
bind FIR=HW1
bind B =B1

bind Si=SW1
bind A =B1

The semantics of the commands should be selfexplanatory.

2.8.2. Interface re nement

For each channel, dierent channel requirements may
be speci ed.
Example 7 A typical channel specication may be expressed by the following commands:
set
set
set
set

A.send=blocking
A.recv=blocking
A.FIFO=0
A.Size=integer

set
set
set
set

B.send=blocking
B.recv=non_blocking
B.FIFO=0
B.Size=integer

For example, A is congured to be a non-bu ered channel of integer datatype with blocking send and blocking
receive semantics.
From each channel speci cation, a particular channel
implementation will be generated.
Example 8 We consider channel B in Fig. 14 for
which memory mapped I/O with a data port d and a

read
access
?
Y

N

R=1
?
Y

R=0

N

read msg from d
write msg on d

whole
msg sent
?
Y

N

N
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Data port d
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whole
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Y

0
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Figure 15: Interface re nement for channel B

2.8.3. Code generation
Example 9 Figure 10 describes the basic steps to implement the FIR-node which is mapped to hardware.
The top level of the FIR-lter (see Fig. 16) consists of
the assembled entity FIR2 and the generated hardware
interface. Finally, this assembly is compiled by logic
synthesis. The result is a netlist at the level of logic
gates.

Example 10 A code template for the software node So

is shown in Fig. 17. a) The initial description of the
node behaviour is given by a C-function. b) Now, a
node function is generated for each software node that
includes the communication primitives (sendA(),...) to
read and send data. The semantics of the generated
communication functions depends on the actual channel specication. c) The complete software program
consists of the two functions So1(), Si1(), the generated

interface functions (sendA(),recvB()), and a scheduler.
Additionally, there is a main() procedure in which the
initialization of the hardware (conguration of the FPGAs), the initialization of drivers, and the initialization of memories with initial data takes place. Then,
main() calls the scheduler. d) The scheduler is created by the software synthesis tool, too. In the example,
static-scheduling has been chosen (Fig. 17d).

CLK

FIR2

RESET

hardware interface

data

control

address

Figure 16: Implementation of the FIR hardware node
a)

void So(int *out) {
static int SendValue;

*out = SendValue;
}
c)
So1

Si1

interface

scheduler

main()

b) void So1() {
int rm, value;
while(1) {
rm = So(&value);
sendA(value);
}
}
d) void scheduler() {
while(1) {
So1();
Si1();
}
}

Figure 17: Implementation of the software partition of
the FIR- lter
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